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Abstract 
This Paper Revisits A Previous Description Of Relativization In Gokana And 

Proffered A Re-Analysis Drawing On The Objective Principles Of Speaker-

Hearer’s Competence Of The Language. The Paper Showed That The Relative 

Clause Marker Is Not A Clause-Final Enclitic As Was Previously Assumed Rather 

It Is A Clause-Initial Morpheme That Follows The Relativized Head Noun Phrase. 

The Paper Argued That Relativization In Gokana Is Head- Initial And The 

Language Does Not Permit A Gap In The Relativized Position But Allows  An 

Overt Trace - A Resumptive Pronoun To Occupy The Extraction Site. The Paper 

Also Claimed That There Is A Complex Interconnection Between Relativization 

And Focus In The Language As No Constituent Of A Sentence Can Be Focused 

Without Relativization; Whereas Relativization Can Occur Without Focus.  Thus, 

The Significant Finding Of This Study Is That Relativization Does Not Only 

Perform A Modification Function But Also Performs An Emphatic Function In The 

Grammatical Structure Of Gokana.   
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1 Introduction  

Gokana is spoken in Gokana Local Government Area of Rivers State, Nigeria by 

approximately 200,000 people. It is closely related to Baan, Eleme, Tee and Kana.  But 

Ngulube (2013:7) identified Yeghe as another language in the Ogoni group based on some 

salient linguistic features of the lect. These languages form a genetic unity and Williamson 

and Blench (2000:33) classify them in Delta-Cross of Cross River within Bantoid-Cross of 

the East Benue-Congo branch of Benue-Congo.  

 

1.2 Objective of the Study 

This paper seeks to provide an objective and principled description of relativization in 

Gokana. Hence, it re-examined a previous analysis of relativization in the language as 

described in Ikoro (1996).  
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1.3 Methodology 

The researcher collected data from fluent speakers of Gokana with the help of field 

assistants. The researcher also relied on his intuition as a native speaker of the language 

but where any given set of data contradicts his intuition, direct oral interview was used to 

elicit comparative data from other native speakers of the language. An available text on 

the subject matter was also reanalyzed. The study adopted an eclectic descriptive analysis.  

 

2.1  The Phenomenon of Relativization 

A number of studies (e.g. Tallerman (2009), Ndimele (2003), Watters (2000),Ikoro (1996), 

Ndimele (1996), Brown and Miller (1988) and Emenanjo (1978)) agree that relativization is 

a syntactic process that characterizes the formation of a modifying clause within a noun 

phrase. 

 

According to crystal (2002:329) relativization is a term used in grammatical description to 

denote the process of forming a relative clause construction. He also distinguished types 

of relative clauses such as adnominal, nominal sentential, zero or contact relative clauses; 

and recognizes restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses as a functional typology.  

 

Ndimele (2003:199) asserts that relativization is a syntactic process of turning an otherwise 

full-fledged sentence into a subordinate (embedded) clause, so that it becomes a mere 

modifier of a noun phrase in the matrix clause.  

 

Watters (2000:225) describes relativization as a syntactic process that generates a type of 

structure in which a noun phrase includes a clause that modifies the head of the phrase, 

just as adjectives in a noun phrase modify the head of the phrase. He claimed that 

relativization is used more frequently in African languages for adjectival functions where 

European languages would use adjectives: for example ‘the tall man’ as opposed to ‘the 

man who is tall’.  

 

Brown and Miller (1988:137) claim that relativizationl is a term that describes the formation 

of relative clauses which are embedded clauses that are generated out of main clauses in 

order to describe a particular nominal head. They make a clear structural distinction 

between clause complementation and relativization. Emenanjo (1978:199) points out that 

in the absence of many descriptive adjectives, Igbo often uses relativization to express 

Igbo-adjective notions. This is a fact that corroborates the claim of Watters (2000).  
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Tallerman (2009:229) asserts that relativization leaves behind a gap in the relativized 

position in English syntax but acknowledges the possibility of some cross-linguistic 

variations to this phenomenon, as she reasons that:  

 

The other main distinction in the typology of relative clauses                           

concerns whether or not there’s a ‘gap’ in the relativized position. 

Although the gap strategy is standard in English, many other languages 

require the relativized position to contain a pronoun or a full noun phrase 

(Tallerman 2009:233).  

 

She also points out some cross-linguistic typological distinctions in the internal structure 

of relative clauses, such as:  

(i) Relative clauses that immediately follow the head NP e.g. English  

-      The storm [that we had-last night]  

 

(ii) Relative clauses that immediately precede the head noun e.g. Japanese, as in:  

-      [Kimura-san-ga  --   katte-iru]  inu  

     PN      mr-Nom    keeps-Nonpast    dag  

    ‘The dog that Mr. Kimura keeps’  

 

(iii) Relative clauses whose head noun appears inside the relative clause itself. This 

third possibility is much rarer cross-linguistically. Our example is drawn from 

Bambara, a member of the African language family Mande. Consider first a 

simple sentence, where the constituent order is SOV; as in (1):  

1) Tye  ye so san   (Bambara)  

 Man  PAST horse  buy 

 ‘The man bought the horse’  

 

When so the object NP of this sentence is relativized, the relativized head noun so actually 

occurs within the structure of the relative clause, as shown in (2): 

2) Tye  ye  [ne  ye  so  min  ye]  san                               

 Man  PAS    I        PAST  horse  which  see  buy  

 ‘The man bought the horse which I saw’  

  

Thus, this typology can be summarized as:  

a) Head-initial relative clauses  

b) Head-final relative clauses  

c) Internally-headed relative clauses  
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3.1 Analyzing Gokana Relativization 

In describing relativization in Gokana, we examined the syntactic processes involved in 

the formation of relative clauses through an objective and principled analysis of the 

grammatical structure of constituents of the relative clause drawing on speaker-hearer’s 

competence. We also re-examined a previous analysis of relativization in the language.  

 

3.2 Structure of the Gokana Relative Clause 

In Gokana, a relative clause follows the head noun it modifies. It is introduced by a relative 

clause marker, which is realized as e. The relative clause marker bears an inherent mid 

tone. The relative clause can co-occur with any head noun regardless of the syntactic 

position of such a head noun in the sentence. Thus, the relative clause can occur with a 

head noun in the subject position or object position of the matrix clause. The relative clause 

can also occur with a head noun that is the complement of a preposition.  

 

Examples:  

1a) Nà vígà [ e   a  beè dù] a - zárí  faà                                

My brother  RCM  PRO PST   come perf  buy car                                           

‘My  brother who visited us has bought a car’  

 

b) bà  beè fé  ból [ e maa beè zaŕi á]                                 

 they  PST kill goat RCM PN PST buy PRO                                    

 ‘They killed the goat that Maa bought’                                                               

c) mm to [e   bã  beè ba  a ]  (dú)   bira                              

 in  sea RCM they  PST enter PRO be black                                   

 ‘They killed house that they entered was dark’      

d) boò pène  [ e  bà beè di  a]                                                  

 on sea  RCM  they  PST be PRO                                                    

 ‘On the sea that they were’ 

  

In the construction in (1a), the bracketed relative clause occurs with a head noun that is the 

subject of the matrix clause. In (1b), the bracketed relative clause occurs with a head noun 

that is the object of the matrix clause. In (1c) and (1d), the bracketed relative clauses occur 

with the head noun that is the object of a preposition. The prepositional phrase that 

contains the head noun in (1c) also functions as the subject of the matrix clause while (1d) 

is a prepositional phrase whose oblique object is modified by the relative clause.  
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3.2.1 The Relative Clause Marker 

The Gokana relative clause is head-initial and the relative clause is introduced by a relative 

clause marker e which is underlined in (1a-d). This marker has the specific function of 

introducing a relative clause. It is syntactically different from complementizers such as koo 

‘that’ and be, kabe kobe ‘whether/if’ that introduce finite verb complement clauses in 

Gokana. Koo introduces declarative and imperative finite verb complement clauses 

whereas be, kabe, kobe ‘whether/if’ introduce interrogative and conditional verb 

complement clauses in Gokana (cf. Isaac 2010:119).  

 

The Gokana relative clause marker has a dual realization. It may be null or overtly realized 

in surface syntax. But whenever it is null, it does not mean that the position of the relative 

marker is empty in surface syntax as no other category can fill that position. The choice of 

having an overt or null relative marker is purely dependent on the speaker, stylistics and 

perhaps considerations of economy in speech as both realizations occur in free variation 

without any grammatical consequence. This explains why the constructions in (2a-d) are 

grammatical although they occur without an overt relative clause marker.  

 

2 a) Nà vígà   [  ----   a  beè dù] a  -  zárí   faà   

 My brother   RCM PRO PST   come  perf buy   car    

 ‘My brother who visited us has bought a car’  

 

  b) bà beè fé ból [  ---   maa beè zarí á]  

 they PST kill goat RCM PN PST  buy PRO  

 ‘They killed dthe goat that Maa bought’  

 

c) mm to [ --- bà beè bã a  ] (dú) bira  

 in house RCM they PST enter PRO be black  

 ‘Inside the house that they entered was dark’ 

 

d) boò pène [ --- bà beè di a ]     

 on sea RCM they PST be PRO    

 ‘On the sea that they were’   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

The position of the relative marker is marked --- in the bracketed relative clauses in (2a – 

d) to show its absence in surface syntax. 
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3.2.2 The Relativized Head Noun and the Trace Phenomenon 

Every relative clause co-occurs with a relativized head noun as seen in the data in (1a-d) 

and (2a-d). We argue here that the relativized head noun was originally part of the internal 

structure of the relative clause, as seen in the data in (3a-d):  

 

3a) Nà vígà beè dù       

 My brother  PST come       

 ‘My brother visited us’    

 

b) Maa beè zarí ból       

 PN   PST buy goat       

 ‘Maa  bought a goat’    

 

c) bà beè bã mm to      

 they  PST enter in house       

 ‘They entered into the house’  

 

d) bà beè di boo pene      

 they PST be on sea      

 ‘They were on the sea  

 

Observe that the underlined constituents in (3a-d) are the relativized head nouns that 

occurs in (1a – d) and (2a-d). For relativization to occur, the relativized constituent moves 

out of the relative clause to become the head of a complex NP that can subsequently be 

used either as the subject or object of a matrix clause. Whenever, the relativized NP moves, 

a relative clause marker which may be overt or null appears to show that the rest of the 

construction from which the relativized NP moves is no longer a main clause, as in(4a-d):  

4a) Nà  vígà  [   (e) a beè du ]    

 My  brother RCM pro come      

 ‘My brother that visited us’ 

 

b) ból  [  (e) Maa beè zarí a  ]     

 goat  RCM PN PST buy PRO     

 ‘The goat that Maa bought’ 

 

c) Mm  to  [   (e) bà beè bã a  ]    

 in house RCM they PST enter PRO    

 ‘In the house that they entered’ 
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d) boo  pene  [   (e) ba beè dì a  ]    

 on sea RCM they PST enter  PRO    

 ‘On the sea that they were’ 

 

Whereas the constructions in (3a-d) are main clauses, the constructions in (4a-d) are 

complex noun phrases that contain a head noun and a relative clause. The relative clause 

constituent is enclosed in bracket to distinguish it from the relativized head noun. The 

relative clause marker is also enclosed in bracket to show that its overt realization is 

optional as noted earlier.  

 

In the structure of the bracketed relative clause, there is an underlined resumptive pronoun 

in the extraction site or relativized position from which the relativized head noun had 

moved. The proform that occupies the relativized position shares the same grammatical 

features with the moved constituent i.e. they share the same gender, person, number and 

case features. Because the proform is just a ‘place holder’ the relative clause is a dependent 

constituent. The relativized NP and the resumptive pronoun usually occur across clause 

boundaries, and the relativized constituent leaves behind at its extraction site an overt copy 

of itself. Thus, in Gokana, relativization triggers an overt trace instead of a null trace as is 

the case in English. Let us compare this data:  

 

5a) My brother came          

b) John killed the goat    

 

If we relativize (5a) and (5b), we will generate (6a) and (6b):  

6a) my brother [that came] 

b) The goat [that John killed --  ] 

 

While (6a) is close to the situation in Gokana, they are not the same. In the bracketed 

relative clause in (6a), the subject NP is relativized, so the gap created by the moved NP 

(my brother) which was the subject of the clause as seen in (5a) is filled by the relative 

marker ‘that’ in (6a) to avoid having a ‘subject less’ relative clause since there is no 

substantive subject NP in the relative clause. Thus, a relative clause marker can double as 

the clause subject where there is no substantive subject in a given relative clause. 

 

The situation in Gokana is, however, different. The substantive subject of a relative clause 

obligatorily moves and leaves at its relativized position a proform that is obligatorily co-

indexed with the relativized constituent as exemplified in (4a) where the relative clause 

marker e co-occurs with the resumptive pronoun of the moved subject NP.  
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The data in (5b) and (6b) clearly show that relativization in English can leave behind a null 

trace in the internal structure of the relative clause; a contrast that is not possible in Gokana. 

In (6b) which is the relativized counterpart of (5b), a null trace is created at the relativized 

position marked “---’’ as a result of the relativization of the object NP ‘the goat’. In Gokana, 

when an object NP is relativized, a resumptive pronoun occurs at the relativized position 

of the moved constituent as found in (4b). If the resumptive pronoun does not occur, the 

construction is adjudged ungrammatical. This explains why (7) is ungrammatical whereas 

(8) is grammatical:  

 

7) ból  [  e  maa beè zarí - ] dú kà kpéè    

 Goat RCM PN  PST  by      be   CL   sweet  

 

8) ból [  e maa    beè  zarí  a ]     dú  kà   kpéè   

 goat RCM PN PST  buy   PRO be   CL  sweet   

 ‘The goat that Maa bought was very delicious’ 

 

3.2.3 Scope of Relativization in Gokana 

We posit that the basic structure that can trigger relativization and subsequently generate 

relative clauses in Gokana is the simple sentence. Any NP constituent of the simple 

sentence can be relativized. The resultant constructions generated by relativizing a given 

constituent of the simple sentence may have the structure of complex NPs, which can be 

used in complex sentences and focus constructions. 

 

3.2.3.1 Complex NPs and Relativization 

In Gokana, a complex NP is made up of a head noun and a clausal modifier.  This type of 

structure is generated if any major NP constituent of the simple sentence is relativized.   

Examples:  

9a) Fii beè bà gyãà       

 Rat PST eat fish       

 ‘The rat ate the fish 

 

b) Fii [  (e) a beè ba gyãà  ]      

 rat RCM  PRO PST eat fish     

 ‘The rat that ate the fish’ 

 

c) gyãà [ (e) fii  beè bà a  ]     

 fish RCM rat PST eat PRO     

 ‘The fish that the rat ate’ 
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The subject constituent of the simple sentence in (9a) is relativized to generate the complex 

NP in (9b) while the object constituent is relativized to generate the complex NP in (9c). 

The bracketed constituent is the relative clausal modifier of the relativized head noun. 

Whereas (9a) is an independent structure, (9b) and (9c) are dependent structures as a result 

of relativization. Thus, relativization is a syntactic process that can demote a full-fledged 

Gokana sentence into a subordinate clause modifier that becomes an integral part of a noun 

phrase.  

 

3.2.3.2   Complex Sentences and Relativization 

The complex NPs that are generated by relativizing an NP constituent of the simple 

sentence can themselves function as the subject or object of a matrix clause, thereby 

generating a complex sentence.  

 

Examples: 

10a) [Fii  (e) a  beè  bà gyãà   ]    dó bànà   

 Rat RCM PRO PST eat  fish  fall  pit   

 ‘The rat that ate the fish fell into a pit’  

 

b) [gyãà (e) fii beè bà a] dú kà kpeè   

 Fish RCM  rat PST eat PRO be very sweet  

 ‘The fish that the rat ate was very sweet’ 

 

c) Ledum  beè mon [fii    (e) a     beè bà gyãà]    

 PN  PST see    rat RCM PRO  PST eat fish    

 ‘Ledum saw the rat that ate the fish’  

 

d) Ledum bee mon  [gyãà  (e)    fii   beè  bà a  ]   

 PN PST   see fish   RCM rat PST   eat  PRO   

 ‘Ledum saw the fish that the rat ate’   

 

The complex NP structures in (10a) and (10b) function as the subject of the matrix clause 

while the bracketed complex NP structures in (10c) and (10d) function as the object NP 

constituent of the matrix clause. The relative clauses in these constructions delimit the 

reference of their respective head nouns. Relativization accounts for the complex structure 

of these constructions.  Thus, relativization is one of the major strategies in the derivation 

of complex sentences in  Gokana. If the embedded relative clauses are deleted, (10a-d) will 

be realized as (11a-d). And the structures will read as simple sentences  
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11a) Fii dó  bànà        

 rat  full pit        

 ‘The rat fell into a pit’  

 

b) gyãà dú  kà  kpéè       

 fish  be  very  sweet        

 ‘The fish was very sweet’ 

 

c) Ledum beè mon fii       

 PN PST  see  fish        

 ‘Ledum saw the rat’ 

 

d) Ledum beè mon gyãà       

 PN    PST  see  fish        

 ‘Ledum saw the fish’ 

 

3.2.3.3  Focus Construction and Relativization 

Focus is realized in Gokana through a combination of the cleft-sentence and the focus 

marker. And the relative clause forms a major constituent of the cleft-sentence. The cleft 

sentence has two clauses, each with its own verb. The first clause contains the coplula 

construction, the focused constituent and the focus marker while the second clause is a 

relative clause.  

 

Examples:  

12a) Leesi Kpárí  to  a       

 PN sweep house the       

 ‘Leesi swept the house’  

 

b) A dú leesi ní [ e  a kpárí to a  ] é  

 it be  NP Foc  RCM PRO sweep house the EM 

 ‘it is Leesi that swept the house’ 

 

c) Leesi ní [ e  a kparí to a  ] é    

 NP foc  RCM PRO sweep house the EM   

 ‘it is Leesi that swept the house’ 

 

The construction in (12a) is a simple sentence while (12b) and (12c) are focus constructions. 

The subject NP is focused in both structures. The focus marker ni is used to emphasize the 
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focused constituent. The bracketed constituents in (12b) and (12c) are relative clauses. But 

in a focus construction, the relativized head NP does not immediately precede the relative 

clause marker as in (9b-c) rather it immediately precedes the focus marker ni, which 

emphasizes the focused constituent. And the focused constituent normally occurs as the 

complement NP of the copula clause of the cleft-construction as illustrated in (1b). 

 

It is argued that speakers prefer to shorten the cleft-construction by deleting a du ‘it be’. 

Thus this deletion results in a reduced cleft-construction in surface syntax, as in (12c). A 

detailed argument justifying this deletion analysis has been developed in Isaac (2010).  

 

What interest us about focus in this paper is the presence of relativization in focus 

constructions and their underlying structural similarities. In the remainder of this section, 

we shall draw attention to the interconnection between relativization and focus in Gokana.  

 

In a relativized structure, the focus marker ni does not occur but ni usually precedes any 

relative clause that occurs as part of a focus cleft-construction as we have shown in (12b-

c). If there is no focus marking ni cannot occur with the relativized NP.  

Examples:  

13a) [gyãà] e leesi beè zarí a     

 Fish RCM PN PST buy PRO     

 ‘The fish that Leesi bought’  

 

b) [gbara] e bà beè mon a     

 man RCM they PST see PRO     

 ‘The man that they saw’ 

 

The structures in (13a-b) are relativized complex noun phrases. In these constructions, 

there is no emphasis on any constituent but the bracketed NPs are simply relativized. By 

contrast, let us examine this data:  

 

14a) [gyãà] ní e leesi beè zarí a é   

 Fish Foc RCM PN PST buy PRO EM   

 ‘It was fish that Leesi bought’  

 

b) [gbara  a] ní e ba beè mon a é  

 man  the foc RCM they PST see PRO EM  

 ‘It was the man that they saw’ 
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In (14a-b), the bracketed NP constituents are focused. The focused constituent directly 

precedes a focus marker. The focus marker ni gives emphasis to the focused constituent 

and occurs as part of the cleft-construction. Thus, the difference between (13-b) and (14a-

b) is that whereas (13a-b) are relativized complex NPs; (14a-b) are focus constructions that 

occur in the structure of a complex cleft-sentence.  

  

The emphasis marker é is a grammatical morpheme that occurs in clause final position in 

some relative clauses, but it is not part of the structure of the relative clause, rather it occurs 

with the focus marker ni in cleft-constructions. The structure can be schematized as in fig 

1.1. 

 

Fig 1.1 

 ní [RC   ]  é 

 Foc     EM 

 

If there is no focus marker ní, the clause final emphasis marker é will not occur in the given 

construction. On the other hand, the focus marker cannot occur without the clause final 

element. Thus, the focus marker and the clause- final emphasis marker must co-occur. This 

interconnection between the focus marker and the clause-final element suggests that the 

clause-final element also performs some emphatic function. Since it only occurs in 

emphatic constructions. This accounts for why we have referred to this element as an 

emphasis marker.  

 

From the complex interconnection between the focus marker ní, and the emphasis marker 

é, it could be argued that the emphasis marker is indeed a discontinuous part of the focus 

marker. If this is not the case, one should be able to contrast the absence of the emphasis 

marker with its presence. 

 

Some evidence from questions show that the emphasis marker is not a discontinuous part 

of the focus marker, as it is indeed possible to contrast the absence of the emphasis marker 

with its presence in questions. 

 

Examples:    

15a) Ó gé  gbĩ mée ?      

 you DR look who       

 ‘who are you searching for?’      
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b) Ó gé  gbĩ mée é ?     

 you DR look who EM      

 ‘who are you searching for?’      

 

c) mée ní  (e) O gé gbĩ á é ?   

 who foc Rcm you DR look PRO EM   

 ‘WHO IS IT THAT YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR?’ 

 

So é can occur without ní as in (15b) but ní cannot occur without é as in (15c). Although 

the constructions in (15 a-c) bear the same reading, they differ in the degree of emphasis. 

Whereas (15a) is neutral with respect to emphasis, (15b) is emphatic as a result of the 

presence of the emphasis marker and (15c) is more emphatic because it contains both the 

focus marker and the emphasis marker.  

 

Again, whereas the focus marker ní cannot occur without relativization as in (15c), the 

emphasis marker é can occur without relativization as in (15b). But when the focus marker 

co-occurs with the emphasis marker, the focused constituent must be relativized (whether 

the construction is a statement or a question) and the resultant construction is more 

emphatic. Thus, relativization does not only play a modification function but also plays an 

emphatic function in Gokana syntax.  

 

3.3 Revisiting Previous Analysis of Gokana Relativization  

Contrary to our argument in this paper, Ikoro (1996:312) claims that a clause-final element 

occurs as the relative clause marker in Gokana.  

 

Examples:  

16) Gokana, Ikoro (1996:312)  

a) Lébia ní  a - fe gbógó – e    

 FOC he - kill dog REL             

 ‘LEBIA killed the dog’  

 

b) bebeè  Lébia ní a - beè fe gbógó – e 

 COP:IT:PAST- FOC she - PAST kill dog -  REL         

 ‘It was LEBIA who killed a dog’ 

 

c) bebeè  gbógó   ní  Lébia  beè fé  –  e  

 COP:IT:PAST- dog  FOC  - PAST kill-  REL 

        ‘It was a DOG that Lebia killed’  
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d) bebeè    nda   ní  m-bee   kol   ni  -  e   

 COP:IT:PAST- I:EMP FOC  I- PAST call you-  REL          

 ‘It was I who called you’ 

 

e) nda   ní  m-beè      kol    ni   –  e     

 I:EMP  FOC  I – PAST  call  you -  REL            

 ‘C.I called you’  

 

Positing a clause – final clitic as in (16 a-e) as the relative clause marker in Gokana 

contradicts our argument in this paper. We argue here that there is no clause-final clitic in 

the Gokana relative clause as shown in (16a-e). What Ikoro (1996:312) identified as the 

relative clause marker in (16a-e) is actually the clause-final emphasis marker which we 

have shown in (15b-c).  

 

There is no mid tone on the final element of the relative clause in Gokana as shown in (16a-

e). The final element bears a high tone (see 15 c). It appears that Ikoro (1996) is simply 

generalizing his analysis of the mid tone on the Kana relative clause final element to 

Gokana.  

 

The emphasis marker é that occurs in the relative clause-final position in Gokana is not 

part of the internal structure of the relative clause as earlier illustrated in figure 1.1. We 

argued that this clause-final element always co-occurs with the focus marker ní to mark 

emphasis in cleft-constructions through a complex interconnection. We also provided a 

piece of evidence from questions (see 15b) to show that this clause – final morpheme é does 

not form an integral part of the structure of the relative clause.  

  

Following this trend of argument, the implication is that there is no relative clause marker 

in Ikoro’s Gokana data in (16a-e). But why are these relative clauses grammatical since they 

do not bear any relative clause marker? They are grammatical because the appropriate 

relative clause marker e is underlyingly present in the deep structure of these 

constructions. The relative clause marker in Gokana, we have argued is optional in surface 

syntax. Thus, we can overtly show the relative clause marker in Ikoro’s Gokana data in (16 

a-e) and repeat (16a-e) here as (17a-e).   

 

17a)  Lébia ní  (e) a fé gbógó – é    

 PN FOC RCM PRO kill dog EM            

 ‘It is Lebia who killed the dog’  
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   b) (be)beè    Lébia ní (e) a beè fé a    é   

 PST     PN  FOC RCM  PRO PST kill   dog  EM         

 ‘It was Lebia who killed the dog’ 

 

   c) (be)beè    gbógó ní (e) Lébia  beè fé a    é   

 PST     dog  FOC RCM  PN PST kill   PRS  EM         

 ‘It was a dog that Lebia killed’ 

 

   d) (be)beè    nda  ní (e) m  beè kol ni    é   

 PST    I:INDP FOC RCM  PRO   PST call    you  EM         

 ‘It was I who called you’  

 

  e) nda   ní (e) m  beè kol ni    é    

 I:INDP  FOC RCM   I PST call    you  EM           

 ‘It called you’ 

 

The fact that the relative clause marker e in (17a-e) can co-occur with Ikoro’s purported 

clause-final relative clause marker is another piece of evidence to show that Ikoro’s (1996) 

analysis of the relative clause marker in Gokana is incorrect. This co-occurrence also 

suggests that Ikoro’s clause final element must have a distinct grammatical function other 

than relative clause marking. And we have shown in our present analysis that the clause-

final element in an emphasis marker.  

 

Again, Ikoro’s clause-final relative marker can only occur in cleft-constructions, it cannot 

occur in non-cleft constructions. But Gokana relative clauses also occur in the structure of 

complex NPS and complex non cleft sentences. Given his analysis, how do we account for 

relativization in such structures?  Thus, constructions like (18a-b) will be ungrammatical 

on the assumption of  Ikoro’s analysis, when they are indeed grammatical as shown in 

(19a-b): 

 

18a) gbógó     Ledum   beè fe a      é     

 dog       PN PST kill   PRO  REM   

            

   b) to bà beè bã a é dú lé   

 house they   Pst     enter PRO  RCM     be     good 
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19a) gbógó    (e)   Ledum    beè fe a           

 dog   RCM    PN       PST kill   PRO      

 ‘The dog that Ledum killed’ 

 

b) to (e) bà beè bã a dú lé   

 house RCM  they   PST    enter PRO     be     good     

 ‘The house that they entered is nice’  

 

Co-incidentally, both the clause-final emphasis marker é and the clause-initial relative 

marker e have the same segmental realization. The distinction is, however, in their 

structural position and on the tonal tier, whereas the relative clause marker bears an 

inherent mid tone, the emphasis marker bears an inherent high tone.  

  

Thus, any analysis that conceives the emphasis marker as an integral part of the structure 

of the relative clause; or as a relative clause marker does not capture the speaker-hearer’s 

knowledge of the language. It seems to me that Ikoro’s analysis of the relative clause 

marker in Gokana as a clause-final enclitic is based on the occurrence of the relative clause 

marker in Kana (one of Gokana’s closest relative) as a clause – final enclitic (cf.Ikoro 

1996:266). But it is basically incorrect to superimpose the structure of Kana on Gokana.  

 

4.1 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described relativization in Gokana. We re-examined Ikoro’s (1996) 

analysis of this phenomenon in Gokana and found that his analysis of the relative clause 

marker as a mid-tone clause-final enclitic was basically incorrect. We argued that Ikoro’s 

analysis was rather too restricted and does not reveal the  holistic features  of Gokana 

relativization as he only examined relative clauses that occurred within the structure of 

cleft-constructions.  

 

We showed that Gokana relative clauses besides occurring as an integral part of cleft-

structures can also find expression in complex NPs, questions and complex non-cleft 

sentences. We also claimed that the relative clause marker in Gokana is optional in surface 

syntax. We noted that a complex interconnection exists between focus and relativization 

in the language. Thus relativization in Gokana is not only a strategy used to express 

adjectival notions but it is also a strategy used to give emphasis to particular NP 

constituents of the sentence.  
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On typology, we observed that the Gokana relative clause is head – initial and the 

relativized NP constituent does not allow a gap in the relativized position rather it fills the 

extraction site with a resumptive pronoun. 
 

The differences we have found in the grammar of relativization between Gokana and Kana 

suggest that very closely related languages may have their independent grammatical 

structure and it may be erroneous to draw hasty conclusions based on relatedness without 

properly examining the evidence. This underscores the need for the independent 

investigation of particular languages.  
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